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TMK automates business tasks with RPA solutions
TMK is implementing robotic process automation (RPA) in its business processes to
handle market research, HR and administration. A pilot RPA project run at TMK’s
Marketing Directorate has sped up execution fivefold in some areas.
An RPA marketing solution was developed together with MMK-Informservice’s RPA and
Innovation Center of Excellence (part of MMK Group). The robot prepares data for weekly
reviews of global drilling markets and prices for semi-finished stock steel and crude oil. The
RPA system collects information from various sources, checks collected data for
correctness and groups it into tables, charts and diagrams.
“RPA and chatbots are among the most valued technologies in business process
automation. They can handle big data, are self-learning, operate from a cloud and do not
require large investments in infrastructure. Moreover, these solutions can boost
performance dramatically by taking over all routine tasks from employees, who can focus
on more creative ones. The pilot project at the Marketing Directorate has already
demonstrated its effectiveness, with reporting time cut fivefold. We are also testing an
HR robot and designing products for other corporate functions together with our partners,”
said TMK’s IT Director Dmitry Yakob.
The HR robot, which was developed together with TMK2U Corporate University, shortlists
applicants for existing vacancies against preset criteria. In the future, the robot will also
draft HR documents. RPA solutions are also involved in payroll management and other
functions.
ТМК (www.tmk-group.com) is a global manufacturer and supplier of steel pipe for the oil and gas industry,
one of the world’s three leading pipe producers. It operates production sites in Russia, Romania and
Kazakhstan, and has two R&D centers in Russia. High margin oil country tubular goods (OCTG) account for
the largest share of TMK’s sales. The Company has expertise in shipping its products to customers in over
80 countries and offers a wide range of services in heat treating, protective coating, premium connections
threading, warehousing and pipe repairing. TMK’s shares are listed on the Moscow Exchange.
For further information regarding TMK, please, visit www.tmk-group.com or download the YourTube
iPad application from the App Store
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